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Horace and Hattie are hedgehogs, and the very best of friends. Together, they make daisy chains,

splash in puddles, and have tea parties. But there is one thing they can't doâ€•hug! They are just too

spiky. Throughout the seasons, these two hedgehogs will try many different ways of hugging. But

will Horace and Hattie find a hug that feels just right?
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This book is adorable! We bought it for a birthday present to go along with a walk-a-long hedgehog.

We had not read it prior to purchasing and were hoping it was cute. It was! This book takes two

hedgehogs through the seasons as they try to find the perfect, comfy hug. After reading it, we read it

to our daughter and she loved it- we will be buying a copy for ourselves to keep!

This is a sweet and funny book about two Hedgehog friends - Hattie and Horace - who can do a lot

together, but they can't HUG! Their spikes are too spiky.When you think about it, it's amazing that

any hedgehogs are born.But back to the book: Horace and Hattie have tea parties by the river,

make daisy chains and splash in puddles.But what are they going to do about hugging? They try all

kinds of solutions, and the solutions are fun. How about putting soft and cushy strawberries on their

spikes to cushion their hug? Can you picture that? You don't have to. The illustrator does it for you



and it's cute.Finally, Hattie and Horace stumble upon a possible hugging solution. You will have to

read this book to find out what it is.This is an amusing book about friendship which young children

will enjoy. And what's not to love about a hedgehog?

We just received this book and had to give it a read. This is an adorable book about two hedgehogs

that are the best of friends, but they have one problem. They can't give each other hugs. They have

tried many different ways to give hugs, and nothing worked until one day they stumbled upon a

clothes line filled with clothes and discovered socks. Now I know exactly why I have mismatched

socks and my eight-year old always manages to get holes in the heels of his.**I was sent a copy of

this book in exchange for my honest opinion.**

Absolutely adorable-I bought this for my nieces for Valentine's and they love it. Cutest explanation

ever for missing socks. Great text and pictures, sweet read aloud for ages 3-6 ish, but every adult

that I know that read it thought it was precious, too.;)

I highly recommend this book for your little ones or grand children. We love this book! I gave it to my

grand daughter along with a "Gund Sleepy Hedgehog". Our Madilyn loved these two items together.

ADORABLE, sweet story line and precious illustrations. My hedgehog obsessed little girl loved it!

Such a cute, sweet story!! We picked this up at the library and soon after had to purchase it for our

home. It was an immediate hit with us and our toddler.

The story is okay, but it seems like a rip off of Jan Brett's the hat. I gave it two stars because the

part about mismatched socks was kinda cute.
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